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Abstract: Interaural level difference (ILD) is used as a cue in horizontal sound source localization. In free field, the magnitude of ILD depends on frequency: it is more prominent at high than at low frequencies. Here, a magnetoencephalography experiment was conducted to test whether the sensitivity of the human auditory cortex to ILD is also frequency-dependent. Robust cortical sensitivity to ILD was found that could not be explained by monaural level effects, but this sensitivity did not differ between low- and high-frequency stimuli. This is consistent with previous psychoacoustical investigations showing that performance in ILD discrimination is not dependent on frequency.
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1. Introduction

Human sound source localization in the horizontal plane relies on binaural cues: the interaural level and time difference (ILD and ITD, respectively). The relative importance of the two cues depends on sound frequency. ITD is best detected from the fine-structure of low-frequency sounds while ILD is more prominent at high than at low frequencies. However, the importance of ILD specifically in high-frequency sounds is not fully reflected in the perception of ILD in head-phone listening. The detection thresholds for ILD are only weakly dependent on sound frequency.

Previous studies have shown that the human cortex is sensitive to ILD (Refs. 5 and 6) but the dependency of this sensitivity on sound frequency remains unexplored. Therefore, the present study tested whether there is neural specialization to ILD at high sound frequencies where it is more relevant for sound source localization. To this end, the sensitivity of the human auditory cortex to ILD in low- and high-frequency sounds was recorded in magnetoencephalography (MEG). An important challenge in brain studies of ILD processing is to distinguish between sensitivity to binaural cues and potential effects of monaural sound level. To avoid this confound, the sound presentation was designed to produce opposing predictions for genuine ILD sensitivity and for monaural level effects.

2. Methods

Twelve healthy volunteers took part in the experiments (2 males, age mean 24, standard deviation 4) with written informed consent and the approval of the Ethical Committee of Aalto University. The data of one participant were discarded due to excessive movement artifacts. During the recordings, the participants were instructed to ignore the sound stimulation and to focus on reading a self-selected text.

The stimuli were 200-ms bursts of bandpass noise with 10-ms onset and offset ramps. The noise bands were three equivalent rectangular bandwidths wide and centered at 500 Hz (low-frequency stimulus) or 4 kHz (high-frequency stimulus). The sounds were presented through an MEG-compatible tube-phone system with insert tips. At 0 ILD the sound level was set at 65 dB (sound pressure level A) for both
stimulus frequencies. ILD was introduced by incrementing the sound level in one ear and decreasing it by the same amount in the other. Ten independent samples of each stimulus were used. The sounds were presented following a stimulus-specific adaptation paradigm [Fig. 1(A)]. The sound presentation alternated between a probe and an adaptor sound with a stimulus onset asynchrony of 1 s (i.e., a probe occurred every 2 s). In general, response amplitudes are larger when the adaptor and probe locations differ than when they are the same. Each probe-adaptor pair was presented in a separate stimulation block and the presentation order of the blocks was randomized for each subject.

Two probe sounds were used for each frequency: +10 and +30 dB ILD [right ear louder; Fig. 1(B)]. The +10 dB probe sound was presented with adaptors of +10 and −10 dB (left ear louder) ILD. The relatively large ILD difference was found necessary during pilot experiments for revealing robust ILD sensitivity. This design produces opposing predictions for the effects of monaural sound level and of binaural selectivity to ILD in the right-hemispheric brain responses. Selectivity to ILD would predict stronger adaptation with adaptor ILD +10 dB because this coincides the ILD of the probe sound. In contrast, if the adaptation were determined by monaural sound level, one would expect the adaptation to be stronger with the −10 dB adaptor ILD because this sound is louder in the contralateral left ear. The probe ILD +30 dB was presented with adaptor ILDs +30 and +10 dB. The purpose was to compare sensitivity to ILD between a lateral (+30 and +10 dB) and a central pair (+10 and −10 dB). This also provides an additional control for monaural effects. The monaural level differences (10 dB increase in the left, 10 dB decrease in the right) for the two conditions (ILDs of +10 vs +30 dB and of −10 vs +10 dB) are the same. Therefore, for a monaural mechanism these stimuli should produce similar results. However, in a binaural mechanism the ILD difference across midline (−10 vs +10 dB) is likely to produce stronger selectivity than another one with ILD differences of similar magnitude centered around a lateral ILD (+10 vs +30 dB).

MEG was recorded with a whole-head device (4D Vectorview, Elekta) at 0.01–300 Hz with a sampling rate of 1024 Hz. Eye-movements and blinks were monitored with horizontal and vertical electro-oculogram (EOG). Data was filtered at 2–20 Hz and averaged offline from 100 ms before to 500 ms after stimulus onset. Epochs with deviations larger than 150 μV in EOG or larger than 3000 fT/cm in MEG
were discarded. Approximately 100 artifact-free repetitions were acquired for each condition. To quantify the amplitude of the auditory cortical N1 response, a single equivalent current dipole (ECD) was fitted to the data from 22 gradiometer pairs covering the right temporal lobe for each subject and the two sound frequencies separately. Left-hemispheric data was not considered because the experiment was designed to disambiguate between binaural and monaural effects specifically in the right hemisphere. First, a dipole model was obtained by fitting an ECD at 1 ms intervals to the average of the event-related fields for the 
\(-10\) and \(+10\) dB ILD stimuli and by identifying the N1 peak at the 80–150 ms latency. The average over these two conditions was used as the starting point because of its good signal-to-noise ratio and balance across the hemispheres. The location and orientation corresponding to this peak were then used for modeling the activity elicited by the probe sounds in all conditions. From the resulting waveforms, the N1 was identified as the response peak occurring at the latency 80–150 ms after stimulus onset. The resulting N1 amplitudes were submitted to repeated-measures analysis of variance (stimulus frequency \(\times\) adaptor ILD). For illustration [Fig. 1(D)], the N1 amplitudes were normalized separately for each participant with respect to their average and standard deviation.

3. Results

The N1 response amplitudes to the probe sound with ILD \(+10\) dB depended on adaptor ILD [Figs. 1(C) and 1(D), top, main effect of adaptor ILD: \(F[1,10]=44.2, p=0.0001\)]. The adaptation was stronger when the probe and adaptor ILDs were the same (\(+10\) dB) than when the adaptor ILD differed from the probe (\(-10\) dB). This is consistent with cortical selectivity to ILD but opposite to what monaural level effects would predict. Overall, the N1 amplitude was larger for the low- than the high-frequency sound (main effect of frequency: \(F[1,10]=4.75, p=0.05\)). ILD sensitivity did not differ between the high- and low-frequency stimuli (interaction between frequency and adaptor ILD: \(F[1,10]=0.91, p=0.36\)).

The amplitude of the N1 response to the \(+30\) dB probe did not depend on the adaptor ILD: the amplitudes were similar independent on whether the probe and the adaptor ILD differed or not [main effect of adaptor: \(F[1,10]=0.36, p=0.57\); Figs. 1(C) and 1(D), bottom]. This applied to both low- and high-frequency stimuli (interaction between frequency and adaptor ILD: \(F[1,10]=0.02, p=0.90\)).

4. Discussion

The present study assessed the frequency-dependency of cortical sensitivity to ILD. The cortical activity showed selectivity to ILD that could not be explained by monaural effects. This selectivity was similar for the low- and high-frequency stimuli and was found for ILD differences crossing the midline but not for ILDs within the same hemifield.

Previous psychoacoustical studies have shown that ILD detection thresholds vary little as a function of frequency.3,4 This is consistent with the present recordings of brain activity: no significant differences were found between the two stimulus frequencies. Further, the ILD selectivity was strong when crossing midline but absent for lateral ILDs. This is also broadly in line with behavioral performance: ILD is better detected with a central than a strongly lateralized reference.5,4 However, differences in behavioral performance are relatively small compared to the complete absence of neural sensitivity in the lateral condition here. This may be due to the lateral ILD here being larger than those employed in psychoacoustics and also larger than or at the upper limit of ILDs that occur in free field.2 Further, the present measure of ILD sensitivity was quite conservative in its attempt to avoid monaural confounds. The insensitivity to lateral ILD differences may be related to the shape of spatial receptive fields in the auditory cortex. The majority of spatially sensitive neurons have wide tuning that covers an entire hemifield of auditory space.7,8 Such neurons are sensitive to location differences near midline but their activity level may saturate for lateral locations.
The lack of strong neural and perceptual specialization to high-frequency ILD may seem surprising considering the spatial cues available in free field. Prominent ILDs occur only for high sound frequencies. However, sound sources very near to the head, i.e., at a distance less than 1 m can lead to ILDs of 10 dB and beyond at around 500 Hz (the center frequency of the present low-frequency stimulus). The neural and perceptual sensitivity to low-frequency ILD may therefore serve binaural processing in conditions where sound sources are near to the head.

Even though ILD perception does not depend strongly on frequency in terms of detection thresholds, the extent of perceived laterality can be larger for high- than low-frequency stimuli. This suggests that some specialization to ILD in higher frequencies exists even though it did not show in the cortical ILD-selectivity measured here. The neural measures of selectivity developed here may be sensitive to detection and discrimination mechanisms rather than those underlying the perception of laterality. Future work will need to explore alternative measures of cortical ILD sensitivity and this may reveal additional neural mechanisms of ILD processing, possibly frequency-dependent ones, that the present method was not sensitive to.
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